1. Welcome

   a. Attendees: Kathy Alday, Jeffrey Bernard, Tina Blanks, Alberta Cook, Joe DiBattista, Ronnie Dunn, DJ Gillilan, Justin Gotthardt, Alicia Landry, Debra Mahan, Duane Manns, Tony Matusko, Jo Ann Milholen, Tim Murphy, Pat Persaud, Edward Stafford, Bradley Zahn

   b. March 2016 minutes approval/edits

2. Announcements & Discussion Points

   a. Parking & Transportation updates
      i. Possible Fee for Changing Parking Areas During the Semester
         • Permit Direct would make it harder to switch out decals for a new area
         • Allow changes to their area until end of add/drop; besides special cases
         • We should vote on a $5 fee for changing locations after add/drop
      ii. Possible Improvements for Carpool Program
         • Card Services has been given duties of carpool program with little direction
         • We have nothing on the website about the process
         • We are looking for new guidelines
            a. Right now is first come, first serve
            b. Students used to have to match up schedules
         • Need to see about adding carpool spaces on Marietta
         • Change carpool credentials to hang tags
      iii. Reciprocal Cross Campus Parking
         • If you have a Central parking decal, then you can park in Central areas on either campus
         • We had to drop numbers of decals available in the areas so this will cause more students to have to pick off campus parking and shuttle in
      iv. Skip Spann Connector
         • Has opened for the public to use
         • Debra will contact DOT about any other changes around Frey Road
      v. Summer Parking Credentials
         • Students have to come into Card Services to get a paper hangtag for summer
         • If they do not get one, then they will be subject to citation from enforcement
         • This info will be posted on the website
      vi. Fall Parking Credentials
         • We looked at the printouts of the new decals, which have a valid thru date
         • Added a decal for Long Term Visitors
         • Undecided on a refund if a student buys a yearlong decal, but then doesn’t need it for the spring
         • If you select Free Parking you will still need a decal
            a. Areas include: 3305 Busbee, Town Point, Lot 40 & 41
      vii. New Parking Portal
         • Opening May 25th. You can make parking selections and appeal citations
      viii. New Card Type for Graduate Students
         • This card will say graduate on the side instead of student
         • It should help clear up the confusion in the office
      ix. Alumni Parking
         • Used to be $10 a month to park in the visitor’s lot because of Alumni Association
• Need to vote on discontinuing the discount altogether, Alumni department will sponsor them with coupons and pay 50% of the rate it would have been, or the Parking Committee can provide the coupons

x. Update on Gate Access Control
  • It's been decided to go with the interim solution, which should get us through another 18 months to 2 years
  • It will cost $100,000 to have ITR change the access controls of our 6 worst gates.
    a. They will make new loops on the ground, change the computers controlling the gates and how they open

xi. Transportation Ridership Updates
  • 14'-15' 136,479 riders
  • 15'-16' 212,070 riders with summer semester still left

xii. Summer BOB
  • May 16th will be the first day of service for summer
  • Hours will be 7am-7pm Monday-Thursday and 7am-5pm on Friday
  • We will have Saturday service from Kennesaw to Marietta
  • Adjusting the shopping route to just a few stops

xiii. Changes in Citation Appeals Process
  • Working on an invalid appeals list

❖ Updates from Public Safety
  i. Skip Spann has opened and seems to be running smoothly
  ii. They have made it to where there is only one left turning lane from Frey to Chastain
  iii. They have ordered 4 message boards for road closings and special events

❖ Updates from Card Services
  i. Now handling the temporary passes
  ii. They have been charging people for overdue hangtags, but once they are returned, they will reverse the charge. We would like to keep the fee. Add this to agenda

❖ Updates from Marketing
  i. Orientation is coming up with breakout sessions and resource fair

❖ Faculty Senate Comments/Updates
  i. No updates at this time

❖ Staff Senate Comments/Updates
  i. "Summer hangtags are coming" – This is intended for the students taking summer classes. They were reading the signs at the parking decks

❖ Admin Council Comments/Updates
  i. No updates at this time

❖ SGA Comments/Updates
  i. No updates at this time

3. Items from the floor

4. Adjourn